Flamingos Newsletter
Monday 13th May

Maths:

Last week we were learning…
* to make equal and unequal groups linked to sharing and grouping.
* to understand that grouping equally is linked to the division symbol.

Literacy:
* to write a story map for Katie and the Sunflowers.
* to complete a story mountain highlighting key features of our story.
* to think about innovations to our taught story.
Science:
* The bank holiday meant our science lesson was missed this week. But
don’t worry… double science is on its way!
History: * to research what living in a lighthouse was like and discussing coastal
living and what it might have been like both in the past and now.
Reminders

Next week we will be learning…
Literacy: to read as a ‘reader’ and write as
a ‘writer’. Searching for key punctuation and
understanding our text structure ready for
writing our stories.
Phonics: To continue to revise and work
with our phase five sounds.
Maths: Solve one-step problems involving
multiplication and division, by calculating the
answer using concrete objects, pictorial
representations and arrays with the support
of the teacher
Science: investigating changes and
structures of plants.

Don’t forget swimming kit on Tuesday!
If you would like to put a snack in their swimming
bag then they can eat it there. Fruit will still be
available.
Please can you make sure your child has a named
water bottle in school. There are still a lot of
children who don’t have bottles with them.
Bottles can stay on desks so they can drink more
regularly; we can also take the water bottles
outside for PE and to swimming.
PE on Wednesday.
Homework and spelling books back in school for
Wednesday please!

History: Investigate the story and legacy
of Grace Darling.

EYFS – we are practising recalling past events in our lives. Please encourage your
child to talk to you about the sequence of their day at the end of each day
focussing on using the past tense in sentences.

